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My Daily Practice
The theme of this issue of Pipeline is My
Daily Practice or My Daily Disciplines.
Several people have shared the Spiritempowered rhythms and relationships
that create, redeem, sustain, and
transform their Christian lives. John
Connor (Leura NSW, Day 2) shares his
path.
I like to think of ‘my daily practice’
as bound up with ‘a rule of life’, ie.,
certain practices that are central to
my spiritual journey and also to
the living of a healthy balanced life.
These practices certainly do not make
me especially holy (I still retain my
‘character quirks’), but rather help
me to deepen my relationship with
God in the midst of all my frailties.
We do need to be wary of taking
ourselves too seriously. As Martin
Laird writes in A Sunlit Absence, “to
realize that we do not search for God
the way we search for fame, fortune
and fulfillment – or for anything else
that we are convinced we lack – is ‘the
pearl of great price’ (Matt. 13:45 –
46), the realization that the kingdom
of God is within you (Luke 17:21). It
signals the beginning of the spiritual
revolution.”
Broadly, it is to the contemplative
path that I personally am drawn.
Contemplation has to do with the
cultivation of awareness – awareness
of the Divine in all of life. It is an
awareness that is not focused on
thinking, memory or feelings but
rather as John of the Cross writes,
‘’a loving attentiveness to God with
no desire to feel or understand any
particular thing concerning him.”
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For myself, my rule of life centres
around meditation and contemplative
prayer; prayer for the world; daily
chores; spiritual reading; and the
Ignatian daily examen. James Findley
writes, “Since the 1960s the term
meditation has become increasingly
popular in Christian circles in referring
to what Christianity has historically
referred to as contemplation or
contemplative prayer” (Christian
Meditation, p.16)
Following the practice of the Christian
Meditation community, I seek to
observe two periods of meditation
or contemplative prayer, one in the
morning and then around 5pm in
the evening. I am also part of a local
Christian meditation group that meets
each Wednesday afternoon in a chapel
adjacent to the Catholic Church in
Lawson. One of my sons built me
a hermitage at the rear of our land,
overlooking the bush, where I have
my main period of spiritual reading,
followed by contemplative prayer and
then a time of prayer for the world.
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John Connor at the Hermitage
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things to say about contemplative
prayer. “In our discovery of inner
stillness, we first learn a good deal
more about our obsessive mental
habits than about inner stillness.”
He refers to an early contemplative,
Evagrius of Pontus, who encourages
us to stop, turn around and look right
into our afflictive thoughts. “Observe
their intensity,” he says, “their periods
of decline and follow them as they rise
and fall.” Note whether there is anger
by itself or anger and fear. How long
does it last? What sets it off? What is
the order of their succession and the
nature of their associations. In order
to observe their intensity, we have
to withdraw our attention from the
inner commentaries, be still before
them and eventually look right into
them and through them.” (p.70 -71).
Looking right through them reminds
us of a phrase of the author of The
Cloud of Unknowing, “look over their
shoulders.” (p.125) He is suggesting
that instead of pushing away or
clinging to thoughts, memories and
feelings that appear in our awareness,
we “look over their shoulders” as
it were, looking for something else

Roslyn Hunt (Sandy Bay TAS,
Day 25) recalls a 70-year path
of growing spirituality.

For most of us, I would suggest, our
spiritual practice is an evolving thing,
much as every part of our lives is,
and very much related to how we are
living our lives at given times.
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examen process is to ask God to bring
to my heart that moment today for
which I was least grateful. When was
I least able to give and receive love?
Then to ask myself what was said and
done in that moment that made it so
difficult and to be with whatever you
feel without trying to change or fix it
in any way. There is the opportunity
to take deep breaths and to let God’s
love fill you just as you are.

My own conscious awareness of a
spiritual practice began when I was
eight years’ old, at which time my
grandmother gave me a copy (with
very small print!), of the King James
Bible. This I began to read every day,
never noticing any difficulty with the
language. How I decided what to read,
I have now no idea. What I am really
saying is that this was the beginning of
my conscious relationship with God.

an image of myself at about the age of
six standing, intentionally alone, in a
place of familiar beauty. I was clearly in
the spiritual state of contemplation. I
have thought since that I was probably
born a contemplative. Certainly this is
the practice into which I have been
increasingly and consistently drawn
ever since.

Finally, Margaret Guenther in
Holy Listening, reminds me of the
importance of play in our ‘rule of
life’. She has the delightful image of
watching calves gamboling in a field
while their mothers look stolidly
on. How do we stop ourselves from
becoming like those ‘stolid mothers’?
We need the re-creation of play and
fun that we find enjoyable. It could
include such things as walking,
gardening, playing games with our
children or grandchildren, reading a
novel or watching good TV or films,
the recreation,too, of times away. I
have to watch my tendency to become
overly serious and its consequent
falling short of a healthy balanced life.

I was gently but firmly led into the safe
way of living this life by a very wise
spiritual director who began by saying
to me: “Whatever your new found
energy of re-creation suggests that you
should embark on, do not let it be
anything academic.” I have continued
to follow this wisdom, which for me
quite specifically, has been pivotal.

I think this has never left me, though
I tried very hard in my twenties and
early thirties to change the nature and
character of that God to suit my new
liberal escape plan. This was far from
an uncommon process in the fifties
and sixties. Even then, I continued my
spiritual reading, including the Bible,
and my church affiliation.

Roslyn Hunt

P

(p.126). That something else is, in
the words of the author of The Cloud
of Unknowing, “a simple steadfast
intention reaching out towards God.”
I find that daily chores are also
an important part of my spiritual
practice in that they remind me of
the importance of our work in the
spiritual journey. The challenge is to
carry over the awareness of God in
prayer to the fulfillment of our every
day tasks and ministry and concerns
about justice, such that prayer is not
separated from life in the world.
The Ignatian daily examen is, for me, a
wonderful way of coming to the end of
the day. A contemporary version that
I use is that of asking God to bring to
my heart the moment today for which
I am most grateful. If I “was able to
relive one moment which one would
it be? When was I most able to give
and receive love today?” The Linn’s
(Dennis, Sheila and Matthew, in their
book, Sleeping with Bread) invite me to
ask myself what was said and done in
that moment that made it so special.
Then to breathe in the gratitude that
I felt and receive life again from that
moment. The second part of the

So where does this leave me, now in
my late seventies? Having spent twenty
years or so as an Oblate of a religious
community, during which time I said
Offices and followed the Rule of that

It was when I had a transforming recalling into the life and love of Christ
in the mid-seventies that I recognised
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community as was appropriate for
me, I now find that my practice is
far less formal – in fact, it is scarcely
formal at all.
I live alone for the greater part of
each week, so my principal path has
been made easy for me. It is simply
that I live most of my life in silence:
like Brother Lawrence, practising the
presence of God in everything.
Of course, I am frequently aware of
those ‘ought’ and ‘should’ thoughts
about more formally set aside times
each day, but it is only when the
silence is abandoned that I am in real
spiritual strife.
During the last few years, after a
long period of desert, my husband,
Adrian, and I have been beyond
measure blessed to fall into the
worship of a richly liturgical and
musical congregation, led by a gifted
and loving man and nurtured by a
committedly connected and loving
community. Our regular participation
in this worship and this family is
another significant part in my spiritual
practice.

Jim and Marilyn Kime
(Maroubra NSW, Day 11)
live close to Maroubra Beach
in Sydney. See page 11 for
Marilyn’s artistic interpretation
of Maroubra Beach. Here Jim
reflects on his daily disciplines.

I feel very comfortable following
routines but also relish the novel
and the unexpected. Indeed most
of the major shifts and moves of my
life have been because of surprising
opportunities that have been like an
unseen door suddenly flung open.
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I am also blessed to have a monthly
meeting here with one of the other
erstwhile Bruny spiritual directors
who has become my own director/
companion now over a period of
about four years.

Perhaps it is these frequent experiences
of the unexpected that have led me to
speak more of the “normal” than of
the “routine” and of the need to foster
what I consider as a spiritual gift;
“flexibility.” As I think about it, this
fits with my understanding of what
it means to be a Christian: someone
who has a personal relationship with
God through following Jesus Christ
and who is his partner in his work in
the world.

sandstone and the sky with its clouds.
I walk on the coastal walk and then
use the park gym equipment. Of
course I often chat with other walkers.
No wonder I so often sigh, “Thank
you Lord.”
I have a chair in our study/computer
room where I have my devotional
time. I start by reading a passage from
the Bible; the next section of the book
I am reading. Sometimes it will be just
a verse or two but on other occasions it
might be a lengthy portion; whatever
seems to be appropriate.
Many years ago, I discovered that
somehow I can focus and express
myself more clearly with a pen in
my hand, so I then think about what
I have read and write to God about
it. I seek to be both reverent and
honest in what is thus my prayer.
Frequently, I will thank God for the
reminder of something I have known
and experienced but sometimes I
confess that I have never been able to
understand this reading and still don’t.

There is just the one other informal
practice of meeting most months
for an hour at lunchtime with a
group called Pause for Peace which
is organised through members of
Religions for Peace. Another family.
Apart from all this, when Neil visited
Hobart recently, he urged me to see
my computer activism as part of
my spiritual practice. I can do little
on a wider front now, but I am a
great signer of on-line petitions and
passer-on of inside stories on moral,
environmental and political issues.
After these times of engagement, I
need to return to the silence. It is very
easy to become politically burnt out
just now. I see this, however, like all
the other things I have talked about,
as my current calling. I thank God for
this and for all many, many blessings.

Normally my two daily disciplines
are designed to keep the aging body
reasonably fit and to nourish my
relationship with the Lord.
Marilyn and I have come to live in a
delightful environment. We cannot
see the Tasman Sea from our unit, but
we can hear it when it is boisterous,
smell it, and walk to its shore in
three minutes. I make that walk each
morning and always feel a lift of the
spirit as I see the ocean, with the yellow
sand, the green of the headlands, the
wonderful colours of the Sydney

Jim and Marilyn Kime
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In recent years I was able to share
in several directed week-long silent
retreats on Bruny Island. This
property is no longer available, but a
retreat reunion group formed several
years’ ago which meets monthly, or
at the most every six weeks, to enable
us to continue our growing through
those shared experiences. Since
different people came to each silent
retreat, the number of past retreatants
is considerable. These gatherings are
of great support and very nurturing.
Just in the last two or three months,
four of us from that group have felt
called to become part of an intentional
contemplative community with one
of the Bruny Island retreats’ spiritual
directors. We shared a week’s (nonsilent) retreat in discerning this calling
and have all made this commitment.
The four of us who live in Hobart will
meet here in my home monthly and
look to another discernment week
long retreat in about a year’s time. We
have, of course, no idea what this is
all about or where it is going, but we
know that we are doing what we are
being called to now.
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It is great when, as I write, something
strikes me that is new or that clarifies
what has always been a mystery. I
confess that sometimes when I am
thinking about a passage that has been
interpreted in ways that have been
damaging or divisive, I tell the Lord
that I wish it had never been included.
Following this response to my reading,
I continue writing to God as I think
for a while about the previous day and
then anticipate the day that is now
unfolding. As I do I usually use the
words attributed to St Francis, “Make
me an instrument of your peace.”
Very often, something significant is
happening in my family or church or

something on the news has grabbed
my attention and I usually talk that
through with the Lord as I write,
sharing my hopes or my distress or
my frustration or confidence, being as
honest as I can. Sometimes I work out
a course of action that I will follow.

While Jim Kime incorporates
hymns into his daily practice,
David Sloane (Corowa NSW,
Day 15) writes that he plays
Taize music:

I have found recordings made of the
singing of a prayer community have
that extra quality which is hard to
define. I recommend a recent CD
made by the Ascension Church, Oak
Park, Illinois, called ‘In The Spirit of
Taize’ that features some more recent
songs.

redemptive and re-creative work in
their lives. I like to stress my trust in
his goodness as I pray. In the end this
company includes all the people of the
world.
In the church I attend the old hymns
are rarely if ever sung and I miss them,
their richness and the memories they
trigger, so I finish by reading a hymn,
maybe even singing it.
It is a practice, sometimes it is a
discipline in the strong sense of the
word, sometimes there is a beautiful
feeling of closeness and sometimes it
is raw trust that God is there with me.
Certainly it is a key factor in who I
am.

My written prayer finished, I then
turn to what I call my “company.”
Starting with family and friends this
is a list of people that I think about
briefly and, in imagination, bring
before the Lord for his blessing. Of
course sometimes there is something
specific that I know about them and
I ask for God to help and to work in
the situation to complete his gracious

interested in Celtic Spirituality and
how it encompasses daily life. Reading
also plays a big part in my life.
Silence features in the daily practice
of many of our friends. Here
Caroline Pearce (Gilberton, South
Australia, Day 1) meditates on
silence.

June McLaren (Grovedale
Vic, Day 19) writes on how
she recently incorporated Jill
Robertson’s (Dunlop ACT, Day
21) Lenten discipline into her
daily practice.

1
Deep in my soul
sadness.
Evoked by the purity of sound
of clear single notes
of voice, brass or reed
of haunting melodies
and then “sheer silence.”
(“the sound of sheer silence”
1 Kings 19:12 NRSV)

David Sloane
Recently I have found Taize music
has enriched my quiet times with the
Lord. I have long been aware of the
beauty of Taize but it is since attending
a Taize service in Canberra this year
that I have awoken to their value in
my daily devotions. After lighting a
candle, I play a track from a Taize CD
and allow the music and simple words
to draw me closer to God. Not only
is the music beautiful and relaxing
but the simple words formulate a
mantra that continues in my heart in
the silence after the singing ends. The
music and words are like an elevator
lifting my whole being closer to God
in unspoken prayer. Whenever my
spirit feels dry and empty, I only have
to play some Taize music and my
spirit is refreshed.
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Silence
in which there are no distractions,
in which there is nothing else
but me and God
or is it God and me?
Space to be
heightened awareness
pure joy
thrilling to my core.

Allan and June McLaren
At times, my spiritual discipline is not
always as I would like it. Allan and
I have morning prayer daily. I spend
some time meditating. Recently I felt
challenged by something Jill Robertson
said in an email: “ At Easter, we tend
to give up something so instead of
giving up why not take something
up?” This I have done using Celtic
Daily Prayer from the Northumbrian
Office. Morning Prayer I use for my
meditation. Midday is easy as is the
Evening Prayer. So far this has worked
well for me as I have always been
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Just to be
in silence, still.
One with myself
one with all beings.
Alone, but not alone,
with Being itself.
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Leader’s Letter - Neil Holm
National Gathering Ballarat 17-20 September 2015
Coming together for face-to-face
encounters over several days every two
years is a fundamental means by which
we support and encourage each other.
However, less than half of us are able
to meet in this way. Thanks to the
enthusiasm of Alex Scutt, Stephanie
Hogg, and Bernadette Madden,
planning for the 2015 National
Gathering in Ballarat (17-20 September)
is under way. Please put these dates in
your diary and plan to be there. Our
community would be immeasurably
strengthened if two-thirds of us were
able to attend. Unfortunately, some us
have travel limitations due to mobility
or other factors.

sessions and a large and versatile
school chapel for worship. The school
is very close to Lake Wendouree for
walks and relaxation.

a wall. When everyone who wants to
has announced and posted their initial
offerings, it is time for what Owen calls
“the village marketplace”: Participants
mill around the wall, putting together
their personal schedules for the
remainder of the gathering. The first
meetings begin immediately.
Workshops can be creative activities,
discussions, watching a film,
meditating, taking a contemplative
walk, playing games, or a myriad of
other events.

Theme and Style
The theme will be The Spirituality
of Place. We will have a couple
of organised talks but most of
the Gathering will be organised
around a process called Open Space
Technology.
Open Space Technology was created
in the mid-1980s by organizational
consultant Harrison Owen when he
discovered that people attending his
conferences loved the coffee breaks
better than the formal presentations
and plenary sessions. Combining that
insight with his experience of life in an
African village, Owen created a totally
new form of gathering.
Open Space gatherings have no
keynote speakers, no pre-announced
schedules of workshops, no panel
discussions, no organizational booths.
Instead, sitting in a large circle,
participants learn in the first hour
how they are going to create their own
gathering. Almost before they realize
it, they become each other’s teachers
and leaders.
Anyone who wants to initiate a
discussion or activity, writes it down
on a large sheet of paper in big letters
and then stands up and announces it
to the group. After selecting one of the
many pre-established times and places,
they post their proposed workshop on

Venue

Ballarat Grammar School
We will hold the Gathering in
Ballarat Grammar School. The
accommodation is structured around
suites that consist of four bedrooms,
each with two single beds, a TV/study
area, and a bathroom that serves the
four bedrooms. It is modern and
comfortable.
We will use spaces in the Wendouree
Performing Arts Centre for plenary

National Teleconference
Workshop 9 August 2014
In an effort to increase opportunities
for meeting face-to-face, Council has
endorsed a proposal to hold a full day
National Teleconference Workshop
on 9 August 2014. This workshop may
be the forerunner of significant events
held in non-National Gathering years.
Under this proposal, each state will
hold a gathering in a central location.
The day will run from 11 am to 5
pm Eastern Standard Time. We will
link the meetings by teleconference
from time to time during the day to
get feedback from each other on our
deliberations. There will be a time of
linked worship. Please keep this time
in mind and watch out for further
details.
During the workshop we will talk some
more about growth opportunities
(formation processes) in Wellspring.
The most recent version of this process
is included in my annual report. See

Ballarat Chapel
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the Wellspring website for more
details.
We will also look at a video on the
Open Space technology process and
give further consideration to the 2015
Gathering.

continue contribute 1% of their net
income to Wellspring Community.
Friends subscriptions will increase to
$65 for a single person and $100 for
two Friends at the same address.

taking administration costs into
account, it costs us $40 to publish and
post the prayer diary, directory, and
Pipeline.

This increase has come because
Wellspring has had a deficit for
the last few years. We are reducing
administration costs as well. Without

2015 Subscriptions
The Annual general Meeting set the
subscriptions for 2015. Members will

Moving Forward with Hospitality and Healing
physically achievable as it once may
have been. Looking at Sustainability,
Reconciliation, Ecumenism, Peace,
Justice, Worship and Spirituality
through a lens of Hospitality and
Healing may open new ways for us
to explore and articulate the nexus of
Spirituality and Justice.
In our Prayer Diary we hold Tuesdays
as a day of prayer about Healing, and
Saturdays for Hospitality. The readings
and prayers John and Joy have given
us for those days lead us beyond the
immediacy of healing as physical or
emotional wellness, and hospitality as
offering a meal or a bed to a travelling
Wellspring person. What we have in
these two pages opens up the topics
for greater attention, and give us a firm
underpinning of Peace and Justice
issues. What else is Reconciliation
but healing and hospitality? So,
too, Sustainability, Ecumenism and
Interfaith.
This might be blatantly obvious to
most Wellspring folk but, for whatever
reason, Healing and Hospitality in
this sense have not been our language.
Although the concepts may inform our
behaviours in our personal ministries
and involvements, they do so in silence.
I invite you to take up the Tuesday and
Saturday Prayer Diary pages in your
groups, and engage in conversation
about their interrelatedness with our
Peace and Justice issues. And if you
haven’t added your name to my e-letter
list, please send me an email and I’ll
include you next month.
Let’s speak up Healing and Hospitality
and find new ways of talking about
God’s plan for God’s world!

Janelle Macgregor (Helena Valley
WA, Day 29), Deputy Leader, is
passionate about hospitality and
healing. Here she reports on a WA
Lenten Retreat entitled Hospitality
and Healing.
In a beautiful rural setting an hour’s
drive from the outskirts of the city,
we began on Friday night with altarmaking. This was a relaxing start to
our weekend and created some good
conversation about the purposes of
altars and the way we use them in our
lives. It prompted some interesting
insights into the items we hold in
our lives as sacred, and why. We also
talked about the meditative qualities
of making altars, how we make
impromptu altars in the garden or on
the beach, and how altar-making can
be helpful even when prayer doesn’t
come. We finished the evening by
each making an altar in a quiet space.

Janelle Macgregor
John 4:4-29a and Matthew 25:31-46)
and the Celtic Rune of Hospitality. In
the evening we watched a film starring
Richard Jenkins called The Visitor.
The main character in the film is a
widower trying to find meaning in his
life. Enjoyment comes, at last, through
a refugee man. The film extended
the afternoon session by illustrating
hospitality and healing as cycling along
with each other – the more hospitality
we offer, the greater our healing, and
the more healing we enjoy, the more
hospitality we have to offer.
This interrelationship between healingand-hospitality and hospitality-andhealing is a theme I am exploring in
the e-letters I am now able to send
out monthly for the Hospitality and
Healing area. There are 49 people
on the e-list and a handful receive
snailmail. Individuals are contributing
their ideas and thoughts and I have
feedback about the e-letter being
shared in groups within, and beyond,
our Community.
While Peace and Justice have been the
key foci of Wellspring Community
these past 22 years, activism by
Members and Friends is not as

On Saturday morning Lee Edwards
(Day 29) shared some perspectives
on Hospitality before inviting us
to reflect on times when we have
received hospitality even in difficult
or
embarrassing
circumstances.
Jane Robertson (Day 12) spoke
about Healing and we were able
to share aspects of our personal
journeys. Jane also asked us to
consider where Australia might be
in its spiritual journey, nationally
and internationally. Unsurprisingly,
discussion headed quickly to the topic
of refugees, our politicians, and where
healing and hospitality are surely
(sorely) needed for both groups.
I led our afternoon session with bible
readings (Genesis 18:1-15 and 21:1-7,
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Engagement

Engagement: Members and Friends will have an opportunity to engage with or respond to ideas that
were addressed in the previous issue of Pipeline. Engaging with the ideas of others, respondents will
affirm and / or commend the ideas and also take the opportunity to recommend other points of view.
Engagement with Interfaith
In the March Pipeline, Doug Golding (Riverwood NSW, Day 11) wrote of interfaith dialogue, particularly Christian-Buddhist
dialogue. In the same issue, Jim Tulip(Woodford NSW, Day 3) introduced us to Eugene Stockton (Lawson, NSW), Member
of Wellspring and retired Catholic priest, consecrated as a parish hermit. In this section, Eugene outlines the principles that
undergird interfaith collaboration in the Blue Mountains Interfaith Group and Amy Daniel (Amy Daniel, Singapore, Day 31)
reports on interfaith engagement in Singapore;

Eugene Stockton

historical, scientific and cultural
paths”. Truth, with a capital T, is a
transcendental value, together with
the Good and the Beautiful, the three
converging on the One. This Three
in One draws us to reach beyond
ourselves, to transcend ourselves. This
is the trajectory of all religions, even
of “religious atheists” (!), as distinct
from those whose sole concern is the
here-and-now materialistic, seeking
to enhance their ego in the pursuit of
money, power, pleasure or fame.

Jim Tulip and I are deeply involved in
the Blue Mountains Interfaith Group
and edit its Newsletter Light Over the
Mountains http://bluemountainheart.
net/interfaith. In each issue we
repeat what brings us together as
representatives of different faith
traditions.
Our Statement of Purpose declares:
“We recognise the Truth, that is a
deep transcendent reality common
to all, coming to us by different
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The diversity of creation under the One
is reflected in the diversity of religions.
Thank God for this diversity.

Amy Daniel

The One can be likened to the sun,
on whose brightness we dare not gaze
(“the inaccessible light” in Catholic
parlance). When it shines through a
prism its light breaks up into all the
colours of the rainbow. The world
around us is full of colour, as each
thing is bathed in the light of the
sun and reflects back its own portion
of the spectrum – green leaves, blue
ocean, colourful birds and flowers. As
we reach out to the transcendent, so
each plant reaches out to the sun to
energise its photosynthesis. All warmth
and power on earth – campfire, the

Eugene Stockton

P

homely hearth, fossil fuels, the life of
living things, our daily bread – all are
the gift of the sun.
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Amy Daniel
Fancy Douglas Golding teaching
about Christianity to Buddhists - in
Australia! Here in multicultural,
multi-religious Singapore the InterReligious
Organisation
(IRO)
celebrated its 60th anniversary in
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2009. [Ironically it’s origins lie in
the colonial government’s desire to
ensure secular peace.] The IRO is
most visible in the multi-faith prayer
sessions that have been part of many
national public functions, and now
represents 10 different Faiths. [cf.
http://iro.sg/religions/christianity.
html]. Yes we have Muslims,
Buddhists, Taoists, Hindus, Sikhs,

Jews, Baha’is, Zoroastrians, Jains, and
Catholics praying together. Quite
amazing really.

multi-faith prayer sessions, let alone
dialogue. It was a very senior Anglican
priest who explained to me, “How can
we be part of a prayer session where
others are praying to pagan gods?”

Regretfully, however, historically and
presently, only the Catholic Church
participates in the Organisation.
The other Christian Churches have
typically avoided any participation
because they do not “believe” in

Of course it was heart-warming for me
to note that Douglas’ co-teacher and
one of his students were Singaporeans
- both women!

Engagement with Betty Matthews
In several previous issues we have had the opportunity to engage with the lives of some of our members who have served God for
many years. Here is a report on Betty Matthews’ 60 years of service.

Alan Betty Matthews
February 9, 2014 saw St. Martin’s
Church, Forrestfield WA filled to
overflowing to joyfully celebrate Betty
Matthews’ 60 years of service as a
Deaconess and then Deacon.
There were representatives from as
far back as 1946 (PFAers), as well as
people from many fields of interest for
Betty (and Alan) since then.

Betty served as Deaconess in Fremantle
1954/5 then married Alan and they
have worked together in Parishes in
England, Victoria, Northern Territory
and WA. In each place, Betty made
a contribution outside the Church
- pre-Schools in Morwell (Vic.) and
Nhulunbuy (.N.T); Good Neighbour
Council N.T.; Community Referral
Group in Ringwood; Women’s work
in Presbyterian Church; and the office
of the school at Yirrkala etc. etc.

(the Y started first refuge for ‘lone
women’ in Perth), community
craft/friendship groups etc and/or
individuals who ‘needed a hand”. A
special concern was Migrants and
Refugees (instead of gifts on the day,
a collection was taken for CARAD
– a group in WA supporting asylum
seekers, refugees and detainees).

Coming to Perth in 1976 – they both
began service in February 1977 – Alan
inducted to Midland/Swan View
Parish, whilst Betty began 13 years at
the YWCA of Perth. This provided
Betty with many opportunities and
challenges. She attended regular
national meetings and two World
gatherings – Singapore and Phoenix
USA.

The Rev. Marie Wilson and Rev. Bev
Fabb helped Alan with the day and it
was noted by many how appropriate
it was that the reading was Matthew
10:25-42 as it was used in 1954 and
then the Hymn 473 “Community
of Christ” which was used at Betty’s
recognition as a Deacon in the UCA
1992. Several people commented on
how the Hymn seemed to sum up
Betty’s life and service

Betty played her role in the church
serving in many positions – in Synod,
Presbyteries and parishes as able.

Through connections in the Church
and the community, Betty’s interests
included - Aboriginal affairs, single
women’s need for emergency housing

It was agreed Betty’s service had been
“One foot in the Church, and one
foot in the community.”

Engagement with Pilgrimage
Ingrid Meagher’s ruminations, in the March issue, about her pilgrimage to Israel stimulated Amy Daniel to recall her 1986
pilgrimage, before the First Palestinian Intifada in 1987.
I remember again how poignantly
the pilgrimage began on 31st March,
Easter Monday. We gathered at
Catholic Mass in Louvain, Belgium,
where we heard Jesus’ words, “I will
go ahead of you to Galilee and meet
you there.” Only now in retrospect
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Messiah’s footsteps. It turned out to be
a heart-wrenching and transforming
encounter with the person of Jesus.
Particularly memorable was me
singing the Galilee Song at the Sea of
Galilee:

do I realize, with awe, the words “and
meet you there” (which are etched in
my memory) are not included in most
versions of Mark’s gospel.
And indeed the whole experience
was not only about walking in the
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So I leave my boats behind!

a Church or cell group to which I
could comfortably belong. Not until
I discovered Wellspring.

Leave them on familiar shores!
Set my heart upon the deep!

BEFORE I started my theological
studies.
Realizing that I am writing this
precisely on 31st March, the 28th
anniversary of the onset of that
experience leaves me with a deep
sense of wonderment... and a new
appreciation for God’s timing in my
life. Does this mean a spectacular
Easter this year? I live in hope.

I had been a cradle Christian but
during that pilgrimage the Catholic
veneer that had followed me through
life was shattered forever. Yes there
were tears, volumes of tears! Perhaps
a moulting of sorts? It is significant
this experience occurred 6 months

Follow you again, my Lord!
The import of the words I was
singing escaped me then, for indeed
I did return to find “home” was no
longer “familiar”, and, as I shared
in a previous article, I never found

Engagement with Community, Movement, or Network
Jill Robertson reports that four ACT members of Wellspring discussed Neil Holm’s article on Wellspring as a Community,
Movement, or Network. Amy Daniel reports that this article prompted her to increase her Wellspring engagement.

Jill Robertson

We all talked over Neil’s article about
whether Wellspring is a community
or a network and our view is that we
are a network and being so meets our
expectations of Wellspring. We enjoy
the ecumenical aspect of Wellspring
and the way we can interact across
states. The National Gatherings were
a strong feature for those who had
attended them.

and Networks. It so effectively answers
my questions about the difference
between the two it could well have
been written for me.
It pleases me greatly to be associated
with a group that is so seriously
reflecting on its own identity.
He challenges me to reach out
to more Wellspringers - and to
consider attending the 2015 National
Gathering.

Amy Daniel

I really appreciate Neil Holm’s
comparison between Communities

Jill Robertson

BAMM: Books, Art, Music, Movies

BAMM is a place where Members and Friends reflect on their recent viewing, hearing, creating, and reading in ways that
engage the central concerns of the Wellspring community.

BAMM: BOOKS
The Cross: An Australian Journey by Helen Barnes rsj (St Pauls Publications Australia, 2008) is reviewed by Jill Robertson who
recently went on a retreat weekend to St Clement’s Retreat Centre at Galong in NSW where she reconnected with Helen who is
a member of Wellspring Community and an Artist in Residence at St Clements.
Helen asked if I could do some
calligraphy for her, for an upcoming
book. This book is to be a sequel to
The Cross, which is about the Stations
of the Cross. Although this book is
not a new publication – it was first
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published in 2007 – it only came into
my hands from Helen at that weekend.
Her book contains her words and
her paintings, very skilfully putting
together the experience of Jesus on
his way to his crucifixion and burial,
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with experiences from Australian life.
There are many excellent examples of
this – you really need to buy the book!
One example is part of “Jesus falls for
the first time”. Drought, flood and
fire have devastated our land. Families
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BAMM: ART
Jill Robertson’s calligraphy has graced our pages in the past. Here is another: a Celtic
rune of hospitality.

have faced it all until they can go no
further…….The man on the land falls
down. He feels so helpless…..He struggles
to face the unknown yet knowing he
must walk on. Jesus is ahead, his body
jarred by the fall, but he struggles to his
feet, shifts his cross on his shoulder. And
walks on.
Her simple but evocative paintings
complement the words for each of the
14 stations.
Helen gave me a copy of her book so
I could get the idea of what she wants
in her next book. I happily brought
it back to Canberra. The very next
day my minister contacted me about
organising our Maundy Thursday and
Good Friday services. He said that for
Good Friday he was thinking about
using the Stations of the Cross but
from an Australian perspective! My
jaw dropped! I told him of Helen’s
book and after looking at it he just
said “It’s perfect”. So our Uniting
Church had a words and paintings
from a Roman Catholic book written
by a member of the Wellspring
Community. For the service I added
some photos from modern Australian
life to go with the paintings, and
during the whole service you could
have heard a pin drop in the church.
Children and adults alike were
captivated by the story and the way
Helen wove together the story of Jesus
experience on Good Friday and our
own Australian experiences. The book
is widely used in Catholic schools to
help children understand the story
of Good Friday and I am sure it does
an excellent job there. Now they can
look forward to The Resurrection!
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Marilyn Kime’s art: Maroubra Beach

BAMM: Movies
No Wellspring movie reviews this issue but Karen Brooks, an associate professor at
the University of Queensland Centre for Critical and Cultural Study, recently wrote
an interesting piece in The Courier Mail (May 04, 2014 10:00pm). She refers
to Martin Marty’s Huffington Post piece where he discussed the Son of God film
recently released in the US. It can be found at http://huff.to/1gem1B9
She also refers to Jann Cather Weaver’s blog that can be found at http://bit.ly/
JannCather
The Liel Leibowitz reference comes from http://bit.ly/LielLieb

Flurry of films from upstairs may miss mark on spirituality
Whether you’re religious or not, finding God has never been easier since he’s
come back to Hollywood, prompting some pundits to describe 2014 as “the
year of the Bible”.
From the latest blockbuster, Noah, starring Russell Crowe, to the forthcoming
Exodus directed by Ridley Scott, Son of God, Heaven is for Real, Left Behind, and
Mary, Mother of Christ (regarded as the prequel to Mel Gibson’s Passion of the
Christ), 2014 is indeed the Year of Our Lord.
Or is it the (cinematic) Second Coming?
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Ever since Charlton Heston wore
sweeping robes and carried chiselled
tablets in Cecil B DeMille’s The Ten
Commandments (the sixth-highestgrossing film ever made), Hollywood
learnt that when done well, even
secular audiences enjoy a good Godstory. But when Martin Scorsese dared
to portray Jesus as a sexual being who
married and had children in The Last
Temptation of Christ in 1988, a hue
and cry erupted with thousands of
Christians denouncing the film.
It wasn’t until the unprecedented
success of 2004’s The Passion of
the Christ that Hollywood saw
the lucrative potential (90 million
Christians in the US alone) of Biblebased films.
Writing in The Guardian, Tom Shone
explains that between these two films,
the tenor of religious outrage in
America altered.
It became, “less a matter of ‘Don’t
desecrate my faith with graven
images,’ than ‘whatever you do, make
sure the CGI looks good’.”
In his book, Transcendental Style in
Film, Paul Schrader argues: “Motion
pictures were not born in religious
practice, but instead are a totally
profane offspring of capitalism and
technology.”
In other words, what’s God got to do
with it?
Should non-Christian moviegoers be
worried that cineplexes and television
sets are about to be flooded with
swords, sandals, sand, water, crucifixes
and nails?
God often takes a literal role in
Biblical films (who can forget Morgan
Freeman’s turn in Bruce Almighty
and Evan Almighty) replete with long
white hair, flowing robes and beard –
much like Dumbledore or Gandalf.
Described by Jack Miles in God: A
Biography as a cross between the
original Jewish mother and the world’s
worst backstreet driver, He is, Shone
argues, better suited to be a director
than a character in a film. Yet, there he
is, along with all our favourites from
Sunday school, set to entertain us in
one Biblical spectacular after another.
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Should non-Christian moviegoers be
worried that cineplexes and television
sets are about to be flooded with
swords, sandals, sand, water, crucifixes
and nails?
Not if critical and popular reactions to
Noah are anything to go by.
Rather, concern has been expressed
in the danger of these type of Biblebased films becoming substitutes
for religious understanding and
faith. Especially since, as Martin
Marty notes in The Huffington Post:
“Biblical illiteracy is measurable and
grossly high.”
In her blog, Religion and Film, Jann
Cather Weaver asks: “Will we have to
put Jewish and Christian scriptures
to film to make them authoritative?”
A serious question in a culture that
eschews books for screens.
With a decline in church attendance
in Australia, film may become the new
means of disseminating the word of
God and the Bible.
Yet, to assume the kind of themes in
the Bible can only be offered when God
is in the cinema, is to misunderstand
that morality, goodness and humanity
doesn’t need religion or God to be
portrayed or felt.
The Knights Templar were known
as the Warriors of God, a force who
guarded the Holy Grail. Watch
their incredible history in this new
documentary. Courtesy National
Geographic.
One has only to think of films with
deeply moral cores, such as the Harry
Potter series, Shakespeare-based
movies, Pay it Forward, American
Beauty, Groundhog Day, the Lord of
the Rings trilogy, It’s a Wonderful Life,
Blade Runner, The Sapphires and The
Shawshank Redemption, to name a
few.
The Matrix is another and even has
a Messianic figure in the form of
Neo, as does Star Wars with Anakin
Skywalker.
The Bible offers great creative fodder,
but it doesn’t have exclusive rights on
morality – or spirituality.
But it does on being able to portray
a deity.
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The way to a person’s spirituality
may not be through the type of films
currently being invested in.
As writer Liel Leibovitz argues, if only
Hollywood gave “us more Bill Murray
sitting in a diner and telling Andie
McDowell he’s immortal [Groundhog
Day (see http://bit.ly/1jGOhAN)
and less Russell Crowe in robes on an
ark summoning animals, Hollywood
would truly be a more pious, not to
mention profitable place.”
Amen to that.

Caroline Pearce shared some
reflections on silence (p.5). Her
poem below continues that
reflection:
4
The lone car stopped
beside the bitumen
stretching from sight
both in front and behind
the desert encircling
the car and its occupants
who stepped out into the
landscape
“Listen to the silence,”
the visitor remarked
“I’ve never heard it before.”
the creation totally quiet
as we stood on holy ground.
5
I am who I am,
entering the silence,
I find the real me.
I am who I am,
but, unexpectedly,
I find inside myself
the true I AM in me,
I AM who I AM,
whose love sustains me,
and who enables me to be
who I am called to be,
I am who I am.
God is who God is.
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NEXT ISSUE: September 2014. This issue will focus on Reconciliation. See Warren Mundine’s Australia Day Address
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